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1. (a) The seventh millennium from Adam’s
creation began in October ___1872_____.

(b) The lease to the Gentiles expired in
___1914____. (Luke 21:24)

(c) The times of restitution had its beginning in the
year __1874____. (Acts 3:19-21)

(d) The Elias has come but failed of success,
and as a result the great time of ___TROUBLE____ is in
progress. (Malachi 4:5,6)

(e) The Man of ___SIN___ has been revealed. (2
Thessalonians 2:3-9)

(f) The spiritual phase of the ___KINGDOM____
is being established. (1 Thessalonians 4:16,17)

(g) Men’s hearts are failing them for __FEAR___.
(Luke 21:25,26)

(h) The violence and ___ANARCHY___ in the
earth today indicates that the old order is being removed
and passing __AWAY___. (2 Peter 3:10)

2. The waking ones see more distinctly, not only the
severity of the ____TROUBLE____, but also the blessed
____RESULTS____. (Matthew 24:21,22; Haggai 2:7;
Zephaniah 3:8,9)

3. The object of the time-prophecies is:
(a) to give ___COMFORT____ to the waking

ones;
(b) to enable those watching to know the great

____DISPENSATIONAL CHANGES__ now in progress
in order that testimony regarding God’s _____PLAN_____
can be given to the world, though unheeded now, will be of
____BENEFIT_____ to them by and by;

(c) to arm and ___STRENGTHEN___, by God’s

word, the faithful ones, enabling them to stand firm when so
many are falling into various deceptive __ERRORS___.

(d) to give ___FORCE___ and point to the entire
plan of the ages.

4. (a) Time-prophecies have been provided by the
Lord as a spur, to ___QUICKEN____ and awaken us fully,
and keep us active in his __SERVICE__.

(b) Harvest  work  should  engage the ___TIME__,
__SERVICE___, and ____THOUGHTS__ of the fully con-
secrated.

(c) Volume 3 of “Studies In the Scriptures”, origi-
nally published in __1890_____(with its 1916 Foreword),
proves that the “Time of the __END__” has come; the Days
of waiting for the Kingdom are _FULFILLED__; the Cleans-
ing of the Sanctuary is __ACCOMPLISHED__; the great
Harvest Work is in __PROGRESS__; Israel is being
___REGATHERED__ (Those living since 1948 have wit-
nessed the reestablishment of the nation of Israel); the Battle
of the Great Day of God Almighty (which in one aspect be-
gan in 1874 [Daniel 12:1]) would come in spasms (1
Thessalonians 5:1-3) following the expiration of the lease to
the _GENTILES__ in 1914; the complete establishment of
the __KINGDOM_ of God will come after the bride has
made herself ready and passed beyond the
second veil; the Great Pyramid is one of God’s Witnesses
(Isaiah 19:19,20) whose wonderful message fully
corroborates God’s _PLAN_ of the __AGES__ with its
times and seasons.
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♦ BEFORE filling in the blanks, please prayerfully study the 4 paragraphs and the scriptures
cited with the questions.  We suggest that you number the paragraphs in your book.

♦ Return your answers to us.  PLEASE ENCLOSE A SELF-ADDRESSED STAMPED ENVELOPE.
Our Canadian and International friends may make special arrangements for the postage.

♦ Your answers will be checked and returned to you for your future studies.
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The studies will continue with the last book of “Studies in the Scriptures”—“Tabernacle Shadows of the Better Sacrifices”.


